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On the west coast of Norway in Stranda is one of seven factories of food 
giant Stabburet. There, some 35 million frozen pizzas are baked each year. An 
extraordinary production volume like this requires the perfection of dosing and 
weighing systems.   

Stabburet is known for its high quality 
food brands. At the Stranda factory, it 
manufactures the famous Grandiosa frozen 
pizza, which is also exported to Finland and 
Sweden. 
Since the 1980s, the factory has made over 
400 million Grandiosa pieces, as well as 
two other frozen pizza brands, Big One and 
Originale, which raise production volume to 
35 million a year.   
This staggering volume requires efficient 
dosing and weighing systems that can 
only be achieved by a high automation 
level. This is why the factory has minimized 
manual operations with the help of Dosetec 
Exact during recent years.

A continuous  
filling for strewers

Last year Dosetec tailored automatic dosing 
for the ten strewers at one pizza production 

line. The strewers sprinkle flour onto rolled 
dough to maintain the dough’s consistency 
and so it does not to stick to the dough 
rolling device. 
Mr. John Egil Filtvedt from Megatec 
is Dosetec’s delivery partner in Norway 
and Sweden and makes sure that the 
customer’s specific needs are met.
– The automatic dosing has made our pizza 
production quicker and more efficient, tells 
the bakery’s chief, Mr. Tommy Torgersen. 

Enhanced  
work ergonomics 

Thanks to the new automatic dosing 
system, the factory now benefits from 
enhanced work ergonomics. Running 
around with heavy filling sacks from one 
strewer to another is gone, making more 
time for essential tasks.  
The excess flour quantity during strewing 

Stabburet produces  
vast amounts of pizza

The flour dosing in Stabburet Stranda is completely  
automatic now. The pizza production flows efficiently. 

Over the last year, Dosetec has 
taken part in several projects where 
our customers have invested in 
their future competitiveness despite 
the state of world economics. 
With the help of our automatic 
dosing and weighing systems, 
our customers have gained a 
competitive edge, some of which 
may even sound surprising.  
This issue of Dosetec News will 
show you the efficient pizza 
production of Stabburet, the 
flexible yet cost-effective service 
abilities of Ruukki Metals, as 
well as the quality improvements 
of ABB and West Coast Fish. In 
addition to reliable and accurate 
dosing, our customers benefit from 
various improvements to work 
ergonomics, an example being 
Goman Bakeriet.   
Enriched by years of project 
experience, we are convinced 
that the more flexibly you serve 
your customers, the better your 
company will succeed. Expert 
knowledge is naturally the key, 
and combining this with flexibility 
has enabled Dosetec to increase 
our turnover during the current 
economic situation. We believe that 
the importance of solid expertise 
and flexible services are a growing 
demand in the global market, and 
our increasing export figures are 
proof of this. Today our export 
business constitutes way over half 
our turnover. 
Happy reading!

Olli-Pekka Rihu

Managing Director

Expertise and 
flexibility as a 
service package
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is restored back to the dosing process by 
a vacuum conveying system, thus keeping 
the working environment dust free. 
The customer requested high-efficiency 
space utilization for the new system. 
Dosetec’s sizeable experience from various 
applications produced a solution, which 
eliminated a cramped workspace as well.      

Carefree and easy to use

In order to benefit from the new dosing 
system in the best way, the control system 
of flour dosing was also fully upgraded. 
Dosetec’s control systems are always 
designed with an easy user interface. At 
Stranda, the system is equipped with 
Siemens S7 technology and two 15-inch 
touch screens. The Norwegian-language 
system collects service condition data 
of the dosing equipment for preventive 
maintenance. The operation is secured 
and duplicated: the dosing is automatically 
changed from an emptying silo to a full one 
without moving a finger. ▲

Accuracy for small component 
dosing by automation
This year, the enhancement of 
the dosing and weighing systems 
continued at Stranda, as Dosetec 
fully automated the dosing of small 
components at their other pizza 
production line. Now seven small 
components are accurately dosed 
on the basis of the loss-in-weight 
principle. The dosage sizes of five small 
components are 1–10 kilos, and with 
two micro components under one kilo.
In addition, Dosetec automated the 
dosing of liquid yeast. The system 

features adjustable dosing velocity and 
yeast temperature measurement. 
The automation eliminates the possibility 
of forgetting ingredients to be dosed, and 
other human errors, thus guaranteeing 
uniform product quality. Like last year, this 
delivery also requested a high-efficiency 
solution for space utilization.
– We are very satisfied with our cooperation 
with Dosetec. The solutions related to 
projects last and this year serve us in the 
way we want, says the bakery’s chief,  
Mr. Tommy Torgersen. ▲

Founded in 1943, Stabburet 

is a Norwegian food producer and 

a part of Orkla Foods. Stabburet 

manufactures well-known brands, 

such as Grandiosa and Fun Light.

The control system is a significant part of the functionality of the dosing and weighing equipment. 
Reliability and user friendliness are the cornerstones of the Dosetec control systems. 
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Thanks to the conveyor belt scale system, all excess material that is carried along with the fish 
can be wiped out from the line before weighing, thereby providing reliable weighing readings. 

There is a vacuum conveying from harbour to sorting 
centre, from where Baltic herrings quickly move to 
the conveyor belt scale line and on to freezer. 

Dosetec supports its customer’s strategic changes. Instead of forage herring, 
West Coast Fish wanted to invest in food herring, for which Dosetec tailored a 
conveyor belt scale system to replace the hopper scale system. Now the fresh 
Baltic herring is quickly transferred to freezers, while ensuring the quality of the fish.

West Coast Fish (the Finnish company 
name: Länsi-Rannikon Kala Oy) is situated 
in Finland’s best location for catching Baltic 
herring, on the West coast in Taivassalo. 
At the harbour the company has a freezer 
storage capacity of over 6 000 tons.  
Now the company has changed its strategy. 
Forage herring was taken away as the 
peak point of production of this 40-year-
old company.  
– We want to increase production of Baltic 
herring as a food fish. The demand has 
been on the rise in the Ukraine, Belarus, 
Russia and Baltic countries, states the 
company’s new Managing Director, Mr. 
Aarne Paesalu. 

Quality for  
fish handling

Due to the strategic change, the reception 
area for fish needed renovating. The 
company contacted Dosetec, which had 
delivered a hopper scale system for the 
reception of forage herring years ago. Now 
it was necessary to find a solution where 
the fresh fish can be quickly moved from 
weighing to the freezer.  
After the initial mapping, it was decided that 
a system based on a conveyor belt scale 
was the best choice for fast-tempo fish 
handling as transfer and weighing capacity 
of the line can be 60 tons per hour.  
Thanks to the new system, the fish move 
forward on the line smoothly, and they do 
not pile up onto each other, damaging the 
fish quality. More gentle fish handling helps 
decrease wastage. 

Exact weighing takes 
more than just good 
equipment  

The new strategy set a more exact weighing 
requirement. In addition to the high-quality 
Siemens weighing equipment and control 
logic, the weighing line needed a detailed 
customization just for the fish handling.  
Thanks to the conveyor belt scale method, 
all excess material can be wiped out from 
the line before weighing. Water flows out 
from an easily cleanable and modular 
plastic belt, while roe waste is washed off 
with a high-pressure washer. Scrapers and 
edge barriers prevent the fish from gliding 
too much ahead or outside the belt, and the 
conveyor material is acid-proof steel.    

Investing in food herring
by a conveyor belt scale

Detailed instructions for  
the fishers are reported     

More exact weighing enables a better co-
operation with the fishers. The new system 
includes a detailed follow-up with, for 
example, daily reporting. Based on this, 
West Coast Fish is able to give accurate 
instructions about the daily, weight-based 
fish need for the fishers. 
Dosetec has delivered a number of 
conveyor belt scale systems for various 
needs, but this was the first for the fish 
industry. Decades of experience turned out 
to be an important factor. 
– We haven’t had any issues with the 
technology, operation or solutions. Dosetec 
has always met our challenges well, says 
Managing Director Paesalu. ▲

West Coast Fish is a fresh and 

fresh-frozen fish company whose 

main product is Baltic Herring. It 

employs 25 persons which almost 

doubles during peak seasons.
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The manufacturer of special steel products, Ruukki Metals, emphasizes  
cost-efficiency and the international development of sales and distribution  
in its strategy. A transportable big bag filling station for the packing of  
iron oxide actualizes both goals smoothly.  

Located within their Hämeenlinna 
factory is Finland’s only regeneration 
plant of hydrochloric acid. A by-product 
of the regeneration is iron oxide, which 
the company supplies for downstream 
operations, such as permanent magnet 
manufacturing for electric motors.
The Supervisor of Energy and Process 
Services, Mr. Kimmo Peltola, states that 
iron oxide is generated at 20 tons daily.   
Due to its high content of dust, international 
customers prefer iron oxide in big bags 
rather than containers, which makes 
handling the material more hygienic. 
The Hämeenlinna factory got an own, 
transportable big bag filling station in May. 
– With our own station we are able to better 
serve our customers that prefer big bags, 
and to expand the market with greater 
cost-efficiency. 

Tailoring ability won  
the competitive bidding        

According to Peltola, the company 
stringently examined the potential 
candidates and their abilities, as the mobile 
station had strict requirements  to fulfill, 
especially in terms of customization and 
adaptability. In the end, the bid was won by 
Dosetec, which delivered the station in the 
desired way.  
– We wanted a comprehensive solution 
that would function as easily and reliably 
as possible. One of the biggest reasons 
for choosing Dosetec was the flexible 
transportability of the station, and the price- 
quality ratio was right. 
A part of the company’s customers prefer 
iron oxide in containers, in which case the 
station is pulled away from the loading 
area by a forklift truck for container loading 
needs. This way the company got both 
big bag and container packing options to 
work seamlessly together. The big bag filling 
station can also be transferred under other 
dosing silos if needed.    

Well begun is half done

Mr. Peltola commends Dosetec’s active 
contribution to the initial joint design, which 
is very important in this kind of project. 
Several details, such as material stream 
must be designed in a way that a weekly 
quantity of big bag filling, 150 tons, runs 
flawlessly. 

A mobile big bag filling station is an effective solution when the area under dosing silos is used for 
both container loading and big bag filling, or there are many sacking points. 

– The whole system has been functioning 
surprisingly well. In fact, at first our 
employees didn’t believe it would work the 
way it should. Now, after experiencing it first 
hand, they have given positive feedback. ▲

Customer satisfaction up, 
costs down

Ruukki Metals is part of Ruukki 

Corporation that operates in ca. 

30 countries with about 9 000 

employees. Turnover of Ruukki 

Metals in 2012 was 1 787 M€.  
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Solid ground with 
competitive edge 
The Norwegian bakery chain Goman Bakeriet is a unique combination of local 
bakery traditions and the modern bakery industry. In Trondheim, the company 
modernized control of the dosing and weighing systems as well as automated 
the dosing of liquids. 

Goman Bakeriet is at the forefront when it 
comes to the health, safety and quality of 
its products. For example, it was the first 
to start the production of 100% wholegrain 
bread in Norway. 
To maintain the value of its products, the 
company remodeled the control system 
of the dosing and weighing systems in 
Trondheim last winter. Dosetec, as the 
company’s trusted partner, upgraded the 
system with programmable, state-of-the-
art control logic (Siemens S7). Its intelligent 
features will ensure the bakery’s competitive 
edge far into the future. 
As a prelude to easier and more efficient 
working, the system includes 240 recipes. 
Each recipe can have thirty ingredients to 
be dosed.  

Self-learning and  
self-piloting system

The control system’s follow-up processes, 
real-time alarms and trouble shooting as 
well as detailed reporting help the bakery 
function reliably. 
Human errors are simply impossible 

because the system aborts operation and 
reminds the user if any ingredient lacks in 
dosing. The system also guides the user in 
manual operations.  
The quality of baked goods is emphasized 
through the system’s self-learning and self-
piloting features. For instance, if changes 
occur in ingredient properties, for example 
in the moisture ratio, the control logic fine-
tunes the dosing accuracy automatically.       
The system, with a 19-inch touch screen is 
based on parameters when there is no need 
for special actions or complicated coding 
due to possible process modifications.    

Accurate capability

In connection with the control system 
reform, Goman Trondheim automated the 
dosing of liquids. Now the dosing of water, 
margarine, syrup and liquid yeast are more 
accurate and effective.  
During the process, the system measures 
the temperatures of tap and warm water 
and calculates the water amounts to 
be dosed according to the required 
temperatures.  

Reliable and easy. The baker just clicks the 
product and quantity and, the control system 
provides the rest according to recipe.  

The water and yeast dosing can also 
be adjusted during the process without 
changing the original recipe, for example, if 
the dough hasn’t risen enough. 
After six months of operational experience, 
the bakery’s chief Mr. Kristofer Heggdal 
states, that the new systems perform 
exactly the way they should. ▲

Goman Bakeriet is the second 

largest bakery chain in Norway 

and a part of Coop Norge AS 

group. Goman Bakeriet has seven 

bakeries around Norway.   
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ABB’s Vaasa factory is located in one of the 
most significant industry and technology 
parks in Finland, Strömberg Park. The park 
dates back to Gottfrid Strömberg (1863–
1938), who is the “God Father” of the 
Finnish electrical engineering industry. He 
developed the first direct-current machine 
in Finland and other electric machineries, 
which were internationally awarded as top 
products of the time.
Today, Strömberg’s history continues in 
ABB, which provides environment-friendly 
applications of power and automation 
technologies for the process industry.

Correct viscosity is crucial

Development Engineer of Production, Mr. 
Kaj Hautala says that customers in the 
industry appreciate high quality, because 
low-quality products may cause damaging 
consequences. For example, if a wind 
turbine stops working when a short circuit 
occurs in the power generator due to low 
quality, the reparations at nearly 100 metres 
height and often at sea become expensive 
and laborious.     
– We invest in quality in everything. That is 
why we wanted to automate dosing and 
weighing in resin production. The resin 
is used to saturate the air gaps between 
winding wires in the stators of electric 
motors. The resin must be of an 
exact correct thickness and to 
remain attached reliably for 
not letting the wires vibrate 
and wear away. Too 
watery resin may 
cause short circuit.    

Reliable fabrication  
with a recipe

The confidence made in previous co- 
operation helped ABB choose Dosetec as 
the system deliverer. In the new fabrication 
process, quartz sand, resin and a hardening 
agent are automatically dosed into the 
mixing tank in the correct proportion. 
The fabrication according to the recipe 
guarantees a uniform quality in each batch, 
while stator packages are produced at 
around 300 weekly. 
The automation has made the work 
significantly easier because the manual 
process was difficult to control due to 
material properties. A dust control system 
in connection with a big bag and the mixing 
tank ensures that the quartz sand doesn’t 
spread around the working environment.  

Plug and play!

ABB’s new system was mainly prepared 
and tested in the Dosetec factory. The 
installation in Vaasa took place during a 

weekend. The user training was 
provided on Sunday, the plug 
and play on Monday morning. 

The fabrication of resin was not 
stopped once.  
– The entire system has been 
functioning flawlessly, Mr. Hautala 
states. ▲

Uniform quality  
for resin production
The global leader in power and automation technologies ABB, is known for 
high-quality products, systems and services. This spring in their Vaasa factory, 
Dosetec automated the dosing and weighing related to the mixing operations of 
resin. The reform ensures the uniformity of the resin quality in stator windings.       

Totally dustless attachment of the big bag outlet. 

ABB is one of the world’s leading 

power and automation technology 

corporations. It employs over 

145 000 professionals in around 

hundred countries.  
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Dosetec Exact Oy

Vaakatie 37, FI-15560 NASTOLA

Tel. +358 (0)3 871 540  |  Fax. +358 (0)3 871 5410
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►► Preventive and 
 corrective maintenance
►► Installations and  

 implementations
►► Training and technical support
►► Modifications
►► Spare parts

Bag filling equipment
►► Big bag (FIBC) filling stations
►► Valve- and open sack   

 filling stations
►► Bagging stations
►► Barrel filling stations

Dosing systems
►► Food processing industry
►► Chemical industry
►► Building materials industry
►► Plastics industry
►► Steel industry
►► Other industries

Dosetec products and services

►► Bench scales
►► Floor scales
►► Control scales
►► Moisture analyzers
►► Weighing components
►► Filters, valves and mixers

Scales and components Services

WPT/4N 
Ramp Scales

HL-WP Series

GR Series

HC-i Series

MX-50 Analyzer

FS-i Series

HV-WP/HW-WP Series

Reliable Radwag scales for heavy-duty material 
processing and logistics. Conveyor belt-, pallet- and 
beam scales with comprehensive accessories: rollers, 
printers, LCD- and LED-displays, calibration and sets  
of masses.

High-quality A&D scales for  
easy and exact weighing. Also
laboratory balances, additional 
displays and weighing components.


